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ABSTRACT

First of all, by asking forgiveness from Allah SWT, here I try to reveal the signs of the greatness of 
Allah SWT regarding for what reasons, actually, humans can enter paradise without going through 
the door of death, seen from the point of view of photons, quarks and the molecular structure of 
nucleic acids or deoxyribonucleic acid (deoxyribonucleic acid). DNA)

Signs of the greatness of Allah SWT regarding the reason why, in fact, humans can enter paradise 
without going through the door of death, namely in the verses:

"It is Allah, Who created all that is on earth for you and He willed the heavens, then He made the 
seven skys. And He is All-Knowing of all things." (Al Baqarah: 2:29)

"So He made it seven skys in two periods. He revealed in each sky its affairs. And We adorn the 
near sky with bright stars and We take care of it as well as possible. Such is the provision of the 
Mighty, All-Knowing. (Fushshilat : 41:12)

"And indeed Muhammad saw Gabriel at another time, (An Najm: 53:13) in Sidratil Muntaha (An
Najm: 53:14)

"Nearby there is a paradise to live in, (An Najm: 53:15)

”when Sidratil Muntaha was overwhelmed by something that encompassed him. (An Najm: 
53:16)

"And hasten to forgiveness from your Lord and to Paradise, whose breadth is as wide as the skys 
and the earth, which is prepared for those who are pious." (Ali 'Imran: 3:133)

"So when I have perfected the event, and have breathed into it my spirit, then submit to it 
prostrating yourself (Al Hijr: 15: 29)

"Then He perfected and breathed into it His spirit and He made for you hearing, sight and 
hearts; you are very little grateful. (As Sajdah: 32: 9)

"Allah is the light of the heavens and the earth...Light upon light...(An Nuur: 24: 35)

"... We made the apostle an angel... We made him a man... (Al An'aam: 6: 9)

And hasten to forgiveness from your Lord and to Paradise, whose breadth is as wide as the skys 
and the earth, which is prepared for the pious (Ali 'Imran: 3: 133)

"And We made a wall before them and behind them a wall, and We covered them so that they 
could not see." (Yaasiin: 36:9)

"So when I have perfected the scene and I breathed into it My spirit; then let you fall down 
prostrating to it (Shaad: 38:72)



"Indeed, for example, Jesus in the sight of Allah, is like Adam. Allah created Adam from clay, 
then Allah said to him: "Be", so he was. (Ali 'Imran: 3:59)

"Who has created the seven skys in layers. You never see in the creation of the Most Gracious 
God anything that is not balanced. So look over and over again, do you see anything that is not 
balanced? (Al Mulk: 67: 3)

"O Adam, stay for you and your wife in Paradise and both of you will eat wherever you like, and 
do not go near this tree, and you will both be among the wrongdoers." (Al A'raaf : 7: 19)

"And hasten to forgiveness from your Lord and to Paradise, whose breadth is as wide as the skys 
and the earth, which is prepared for those who are pious." (Ali 'Imran: 3:133)

“His sight did not turn away from that which he saw and did not go beyond it. (An Najm: 53:17)

In an effort to open the veil of the greatness of Allah SWT regarding what reason, in fact, humans 
can enter paradise without going through the door of death, I use the basis of photons, quarks and 
the molecular structure of nucleic acid or deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA).

HYPOTHESES

Here I propose the hypothesis that humans still have bodies and "... my spirit... (Shaad: 38: 72) can 
enter paradise without going through the door of death is like Adam was first created by Allah in 
heaven, only temporarily stay in paradise , because the eternal life in paradise is "...my spirit...
(Shaad : 38: 72), seen from photons, quarks and the molecular structure of nucleic acid or 
deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA)

DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC ACID (DNA)

DNA is a repository of genetic information that has a double structure that form a double helix and 
which contains polynucleotide macromolecules arranged in repeatedly from nucleotide polymers. 
This nucleotide is composed of folate, a 5-carbon sugar and one of the nitrogenous bases. The 
nitrogenous bases are Guanine (G), Adenine(A), Cytocine(C) and Thymine (T).

Guanine (G) is composed of 5 carbon atoms, 5 nitrogen atoms, 1 atom oxygen and 5 hydrogen 
atoms. Adenine(A) has 5 carbon atoms, 5 nitrogen atoms and 5 hydrogen atoms. Cytocine (C) 
contains 4 carbon atoms, 3 nitrogen atoms, 1 oxygen atom and 5 hydrogen atoms. Thymine (T) 
contains 5 carbon atoms. 2 nitrogen atoms, 2 oxygen atoms and 6 hydrogen atoms. Folate contains 
1 phosphorus atom, 4 oxygen atoms and 2 hydrogen atoms. The 5-carbon sugar has 5 carbon atoms,
2 oxygen atoms and 8 hydrogen atoms.

WHAT IS A STRONG REASON, PEOPLE WHO STILL HAVE BODY AND MY SPIRIT 
CAN ENTER INTO PARADISE WITHOUT THROUGH THE DOOR OF DEATH

Now, we continue to focus our minds on unlocking the secret behind the verse: "in Sidratil Muntaha
(An Najm: 53:14) "Nearby is a paradise to live in, (An Najm: 53:15)

Apparently in Sidratil Muntaha which "Nearby is a paradise to live in, (An Najm: 53:15) is located in 
one of the skies of "...the seven skys in layers...(Al Mulk: 67:3)

Well, because Allah created "... the seven skys in layers... (Al Mulk: 67: 3) then between one sky and 
another sky interact or relate to each other or touch each other.



Only the sky that humans now live in is visible to the human eye. While the other six skys are 
transparent to the human eye. This means that the human eye cannot see it.

Now among the six skies that are transparent to the eye there is "... Sidratil Muntaha (An Najm: 53: 
14) "Nearby there is a paradise to live in, (An Najm: 53: 15)

Well, the paradise in Sidratil Muntaha is like the paradise that Adam and his wife lived in, before 
they were taken out of paradise and entered the earth.

ALTHOUGH ADAM AND HIS WIFE, ALSO THE PROPHET MUHAMMAD SAW STILL 
HAVE BODY AND MY SPIRIT, THEY CAN ENTER AND STAY IN PARADISE, JUST 
STAY FOR A TIME

Now, Allah has declared: "O Adam, dwell you and your wife in heaven... (Al A'raaf: 7: 19)

Apparently, Adam and his wife, can live and live in paradise, but only for a while, before Allah sent 
Adam and his wife out of paradise to enter the earth, because Adam and his wife still have a body 
and "...my spirit...( Shaad : 38:72)

Likewise with the Prophet Muhammad saw "...Muhammad has seen Jibril at another time, (An Najm: 
53:13) "...at Sidratil Muntaha (An Najm: 53:14) "Nearby there is a paradise to live in. , (An Najm: 53:15)
"when Sidratil Muntaha is overwhelmed by something that covers him. (An Najm: 53:16)

Well, the paradise that is "... in Sidratil Muntaha (An Najm: 53:14) is a paradise that is no different 
from the paradise where Adam and his wife lived.

Why “…Sidratil Muntaha was overcome by something that encompassed him. (An Najm: 53:16)?

The answer is

Hidden in the secret behind the verse: "...We made a wall before them and behind them a wall, and We 
covered them so that they could not see." (Yaasiin: 36:9)

Now, what Allah means in that verse is the limited view of the human eye, where the human eye 
can only see light in the electromagnetic spectrum region between 430 and 740 nanometers. Beyond
that, the human eye cannot see light. Sidratil Muntaha lies outside the electromagnetic spectrum 
between 430 and 740 nanometers.

So, Sidratil Muntaha is unseen.

That is, because the eyes of the Prophet Muhammad saw could not see light outside the 
electromagnetic spectrum region between 430 and 740 nanometers, then when the Prophet 
Muhammad saw entered into Sidratil Muntaha, Prophet Muhammad saw could not see the situation 
in Sidratil Muntaha, because Sidratil Munataha was unseen.

Now, it is for this reason that Allah declared that “...Sidratil Muntaha was pervaded by something that 
encompassed him. (An Najm: 53:16)

This means that because the eyes of the Prophet Muhammad saw are limited, they are only able to 
see light in the electromagnetic spectrum region between 430 and 740 nanometers. Meanwhile, 
Sidratil Muntaha lies outside the electromagnetic spectrum between 430 and 740 nanometers.

So, it's as if “...Sidratil Muntaha was engulfed by something that encompassed him. (An Najm: 53:16)



HUMANS WHO STILL ALIVE, HAVE BODY AND MY SPIRIT CAN ENTER INTO 
PARADISE, IF KNOWING WHERE THE DOOR TO ENTER TO PARADISE IS 
LOCATED IN ONE OF THE TRANSPARENT SKY

Now, Allah has explained about Adam and his wife living in paradise "O Adam, live you and your 
wife in paradise... (Al A'raaf: 7: 19)

Also Allah has declared about the Prophet Muhammad saw when Mi'raj, on the night of 27 Rajab in
the 11th year of the prophethood coincided with the 8th of March 620 AD, "...Muhammad saw 
Gabriel at another time, (An Najm: 53:13 ) "... in Sidratil Muntaha (An Najm: 53:14) "Nearby is a 
paradise to live in, (An Najm: 53:15)

Likewise, Allah has explained about Jibril "...Muhammad has seen Gabriel at another time, (An Najm:
53:13) "...at Sidratil Muntaha (An Najm: 53:14)

So, Adam and his wife, the Prophet Muhammad saw and Jibril “...an angel, ...he is a man...(Al 
An'aam: 6: 9), all have bodies and “...my spirit. ..(Shaad : 38:72) can enter and stay in paradise for a 
while.

Well, because Adam and his wife, Prophet Muhammad saw and Jibril can enter paradise, then 
humans like us can also enter paradise, if humans know and understand for sure where the entrance 
to the sky is transparent to the eye in which there is paradise.

As the Prophet Muhammad saw and Jibril when on the night of the 27th of Rajab in the year 11 
prophetically coincided with the date of March 8, 620 AD, they entered "... Sidratil Muntaha (An 
Najm: 53: 14) "Nearby there is a paradise to live in, (An Najm: 53 : 15)

Where the entrance to "... Sidratil Muntaha (An Najm: 53: 14) is located not far from Al Masjidil 
Aqsa, where Allah has shown "...signs...the greatest". (An Najm: 53:13-18) to the Prophet Muhammad
saw, when the Prophet Muhammad saw was in Al Masjidil Aqsa

Well, "...signs...the biggest". (An Najm: 53:13-18) shown by Allah to the Prophet Muhammad saw is 
one of the entrances to "...Sidratil Muntaha (An Najm: 53:14) "Nearby there is a paradise to live in, (An
Najm: 53:15)

Now, because “...heaven whose breadth is as wide as the heavens and the earth...(Ali 'Imran: 3: 133)
, then what is called the sky is an expanse of space where the earth is above it.

When Allah explains "...heaven whose breadth is as wide as the heavens and the earth...(Ali 'Imran: 
3: 133) , it means, the area of heaven is as wide as the earth with an expanse of space where the 
earth is above it.

So, actually paradise in the sky that is transparent to the human eye is near our earth today.

Therefore, when the Prophet Muhammad saw saw Jibril met at "... Sidratil Muntaha (An Najm: 
53:14) "Nearby there is a paradise to live in, (An Najm: 53:15) near Al Masjidil Aqsa because it is".. . 
Sidratil Muntaha (An Najm: 53: 14) interacts with the sky that has our earth in it.

Or in other words “... Sidratil Muntaha (An Najm: 53:14) is on our earth today, only the human eye 
cannot see it.



CONCLUSION

From what has been described above we can now conclude that the secret behind the verse: "in 
Sidratil Muntaha (An Najm: 53:14) "Nearby is a paradise to live in, (An Najm: 53:15)

Apparently in Sidratil Muntaha which "Nearby is a paradise to live in, (An Najm: 53:15) is located in 
one of the skies of "...the seven skys in layers...(Al Mulk: 67:3)

Well, because Allah created "... the seven skys in layers... (Al Mulk: 67: 3) then between one sky and 
another sky interact or relate to each other or touch each other.

Only the sky that humans now live in is visible to the human eye. While the other six skys are 
transparent to the human eye. This means that the human eye cannot see it.

Now among the six skies that are transparent to the eye there is "... Sidratil Muntaha (An Najm: 53: 
14) "Nearby there is a paradise to live in, (An Najm: 53: 15)

Well, the paradise in Sidratil Muntaha is like the paradise that Adam and his wife lived in, before 
they were taken out of paradise and entered the earth.

Now, Allah has declared: "O Adam, dwell you and your wife in heaven... (Al A'raaf: 7: 19)

Apparently, Adam and his wife, can live and live in paradise, but only for a while, before Allah sent 
Adam and his wife out of paradise to enter the earth, because Adam and his wife still have a body 
and "...my spirit...( Shaad : 38:72)

Likewise with the Prophet Muhammad saw "...Muhammad has seen Jibril at another time, (An Najm: 
53:13) "...at Sidratil Muntaha (An Najm: 53:14) "Nearby there is a paradise to live in. , (An Najm: 53:15)
"when Sidratil Muntaha is overwhelmed by something that covers him. (An Najm: 53:16)

Well, the paradise that is "... in Sidratil Muntaha (An Najm: 53:14) is a paradise that is no different 
from the paradise where Adam and his wife lived.

Why “…Sidratil Muntaha was overcome by something that encompassed him. (An Najm: 53:16)?

The answer is

Hidden in the secret behind the verse: "...We made a wall before them and behind them a wall, and We 
covered them so that they could not see." (Yaasiin: 36:9)

Now, what Allah means in that verse is the limited view of the human eye, where the human eye 
can only see light in the electromagnetic spectrum region between 430 and 740 nanometers. Beyond
that, the human eye cannot see light. Sidratil Muntaha lies outside the electromagnetic spectrum 
between 430 and 740 nanometers.

So, Sidratil Muntaha is unseen.

That is, because the eyes of the Prophet Muhammad saw could not see light outside the 
electromagnetic spectrum region between 430 and 740 nanometers, then when the Prophet 
Muhammad saw entered into Sidratil Muntaha, Prophet Muhammad saw could not see the situation 
in Sidratil Muntaha, because Sidratil Munataha was unseen.

Now, it is for this reason that Allah declared that “...Sidratil Muntaha was pervaded by something that 



encompassed him. (An Najm: 53:16)

This means that because the eyes of the Prophet Muhammad saw are limited, they are only able to 
see light in the electromagnetic spectrum region between 430 and 740 nanometers. Meanwhile, 
Sidratil Muntaha lies outside the electromagnetic spectrum between 430 and 740 nanometers.

So, it's as if “...Sidratil Muntaha was engulfed by something that encompassed him. (An Najm: 53:16)

Now, Allah has explained about Adam and his wife living in paradise "O Adam, live you and your 
wife in paradise... (Al A'raaf: 7: 19)

Also Allah has declared about the Prophet Muhammad saw when Mi'raj, on the night of 27 Rajab in
the 11th year of the prophethood coincided with the 8th of March 620 AD, "...Muhammad saw 
Gabriel at another time, (An Najm: 53:13 ) "... in Sidratil Muntaha (An Najm: 53:14) "Nearby is a 
paradise to live in, (An Najm: 53:15)

Likewise, Allah has explained about Jibril "...Muhammad has seen Gabriel at another time, (An Najm:
53:13) "...at Sidratil Muntaha (An Najm: 53:14)

So, Adam and his wife, the Prophet Muhammad saw and Jibril “...an angel, ...he is a man...(Al 
An'aam: 6: 9), all have bodies and “...my spirit. ..(Shaad : 38:72) can enter and stay in paradise for a 
while.

Well, because Adam and his wife, Prophet Muhammad saw and Jibril can enter paradise, then 
humans like us can also enter paradise, if humans know and understand for sure where the entrance 
to the sky is transparent to the eye in which there is paradise.

As the Prophet Muhammad saw and Jibril when on the night of the 27th of Rajab in the year 11 
prophetically coincided with the date of March 8, 620 AD, they entered "... Sidratil Muntaha (An 
Najm: 53: 14) "Nearby there is a paradise to live in, (An Najm: 53 : 15)

Where the entrance to "... Sidratil Muntaha (An Najm: 53: 14) is located not far from Al Masjidil 
Aqsa, where Allah has shown "...signs...the greatest". (An Najm: 53:13-18) to the Prophet Muhammad
saw, when the Prophet Muhammad saw was in Al Masjidil Aqsa

Well, "...signs...the biggest". (An Najm: 53:13-18) shown by Allah to the Prophet Muhammad saw is 
one of the entrances to "...Sidratil Muntaha (An Najm: 53:14) "Nearby there is a paradise to live in, (An
Najm: 53:15)

Now, because “...heaven whose breadth is as wide as the heavens and the earth...(Ali 'Imran: 3: 133)
, then what is called the sky is an expanse of space where the earth is above it.

When Allah explains "...heaven whose breadth is as wide as the heavens and the earth...(Ali 'Imran: 
3: 133) , it means, the area of heaven is as wide as the earth with an expanse of space where the 
earth is above it.

So, actually paradise in the sky that is transparent to the human eye is near our earth today.

Therefore, when the Prophet Muhammad saw saw Jibril met at "... Sidratil Muntaha (An Najm: 
53:14) "Nearby there is a paradise to live in, (An Najm: 53:15) near Al Masjidil Aqsa because it is".. . 
Sidratil Muntaha (An Najm: 53: 14) interacts with the sky that has our earth in it.

Or in other words “... Sidratil Muntaha (An Najm: 53:14) is on our earth today, only the human eye 



cannot see it.
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